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Leading experts have declared that there is an impending golden age of computer architecture. During
this age, the rate at which architects will be able to innovate will be directly tied to the design and
implementation of the hardware description languages they use. Thus, the programming languages
community stands on the critical path to this new golden age. This implies that we are also on the
cusp of a golden age of hardware description languages. In this paper, we discuss the intellectual
challenges facing researchers interested in hardware description language design, compilers, and
formal methods. The major theme will be identifying opportunities to apply programming language
techniques to address issues in hardware design productivity. Then, we present a vision for a
multi-language system that provides a framework for developing solutions to these intellectual
problems. This vision is based on a meta-programmed host language combined with a core embedded
hardware description language that is used as the basis for the research and development of a sea of
domain-specific languages. Central to the design of this system is the core language which is based
on an abstraction that provides a general mechanism for the composition of hardware components
described in any language.
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7:2 A Golden Age of Hardware Description Languages
1 Introduction
Turing award winners John Hennessy and David Patterson recently declared that we are
on the cusp of a new golden age of computer architecture [29, 30]. Current trends in
silicon manufacturing are signaling the end of Moore’s law and Dennard scaling. This,
combined with the inherent inefficiencies in general-purpose processor design, indicates that
new innovations in computer architecture will come from the design of domain-specific
architectures. The recent proliferation of application accelerators, such as Apple’s neural
engine for the A12 and Google’s Tensor Processing Unit, support the idea that the hardware
community is transitioning to specialized chip design. This shift signals a new golden age
because researchers have an opportunity to develop radically different architectures rather
than incremental improvements to existing processor designs.
Domain-specific chips necessarily target smaller markets which implies that design teams
will become smaller and demand more of their tools in order to be productive. This
indicates that we are also on the cusp of a new golden age of hardware description languages
(HDLs) because hardware designers are actively seeking radically new technologies that will
dramatically reduce design time and cost. A major impediment to design productivity is the
fact that the hardware ecosystem is a monoculture comprised of a few chip designs from a
small number of manufacturers. It is essential that the hardware community shifts towards a
diverse ecosystem of easily accessible intellectual property blocks that can be composed to
construct new chip designs. Underlying this shift will be advances in HDLs that promote the
proliferation of hardware libraries.
The development of HDL abstractions that promote reuse, correctness, and performance
represents the main challenge for this new golden age of HDLs. Fortunately, the programming
languages (PL) community has enjoyed a rich history of success in developing techniques to
address these issues. HDL researchers have already started to tackle the reuse problem by
applying standard software programming language techniques such as meta-programming,
polymorphism, and abstract data types [4, 11]. Evidently HDL researchers stand to benefit
greatly from the lessons learned by their software language counterparts.
This paper identifies three problem domains that lie at the intersection of programming
languages and hardware: language design, compiler infrastructure, and formal methods. For
those unfamiliar with the hardware design process or HDLs, Section 2 covers the essential
concepts required to understand the intellectual challenges discussed in Section 3. Section 4
presents a vision of a multi-language system for constructing hardware that is designed to
address these intellectual challenges. With this impending golden age of HDLs, it is an
exciting time to be interested in programming languages and hardware.
2 Background
A hardware description language (HDL) is an instance of a programming language that has
been designed to provide abstractions for describing circuits. This paper will focus on the
discussion of digital hardware, where circuits are described as logic operating on discrete,
binary signals. Digital hardware can be further divided into two categories: synchronous and
asynchronous. In a synchronous circuit, state changes are synchronized by a clock signal.
In contrast, asynchronous circuits can contain state elements that change at any time. A
majority of modern digital designs are synchronous, but the increasing demand for efficiency
has renewed interest in asynchronous designs or hybrid models such as globally asynchronous,
locally synchronous [58]. A digital HDL is defined to be expressively complete if it can be
used to express both synchronous and asynchronous designs.




Figure 1 An abstract depiction of a sequential logic circuit constructed as the composition of
combinational logic with state. Notice that the outputs could depend on the inputs, implying that
the circuit could describe a Mealey machine [43]. Depending on the mechanism chosen for storing
state, the circuit could be synchronous or asynchronous. See Section 2.1 for more details.
2.1 Digital Design
In digital circuit theory, combinational logic refers to circuits where the output is a pure and
total function of the inputs. In contrast, sequential logic refers circuits where the outputs are
dependent on the sequence of past inputs. Figure 1 depicts the canonical design pattern for
using combinational logic circuits composed with state to construct sequential logic circuits.
Sequential logic circuits are used to implement finite-state machines (FSMs), a fundamental
component of building digital systems.
When discussing FSMs in the context of hardware design, it is important to recognize
the distinction between Mealey [43] and Moore [45] machines. For a Mealey machine, the
output of the circuit is a function of the state and the inputs, while for a Moore machine, the
output of the circuit is purely dependent on the state. The differences between these classes
of FSMs are more pronounced in hardware than in software because they exhibit different
timing characteristics. When using registers to store state, a Moore machine can be viewed
as a purely synchronous entity where changes to the state and output values are triggered
by a clock, while a Mealey machine can exhibit asynchronous behavior where output values
immediately respond to changes to input values. An expressively complete HDL will be able
to describe and compose both Moore and Mealey machines.
2.2 Verilog
The Verilog language is the dominant HDL used in practice today [23]. The language was
originally developed as a commercial verification and simulation product [24] and was later
adopted as a basis for logic synthesis. As a result, the semantics of the language are defined
in terms of a hardware simulation being executed as a software program [57]. The design
of the language is directly inspired by C, exhibiting many of the same features including a
preprocessor, control flow, and operators. Like C, Verilog has become the lingua franca of
the HDL ecosystem and is used as the common interchange format for design tools.
The core of Verilog’s semantics is based on a module abstraction which shares many
similarities to function abstraction from software languages. A module has an interface and
a definition. An interface is a set of typed ports. A port is similar to a function argument
or return value and represents a named entity that is used to consume or produce data. A
definition is a list of statements that describe the module behavior using various language
features such as the wiring and module instancing operators. Verilog designs are comprised
of hierarchically composed modules that are simulated using a dataflow execution model.
Figure 2 shows an edge detector FSM written in Verilog.
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1 module edge_detector (input in , output out , input clk );
2 localparam A=0, B=1, C=2;
3
4 reg [1:0] state , // Current state
5 nextState ; // Next state
6
7 always @( posedge clk) begin
8 if (reset) begin
9 state <= A; // Initial state
10 end else begin




15 always @(*) begin
16 nextState = state;
17 out = 0;
18 case (state)
19 A : if (in) nextState = C;
20 else nextState = B;
21 B : if (in) begin
22 out = 1;
23 nextState = C;
24 end
25 C : if (~in) begin
26 out = 1;
27 nextState = B;
28 end
29 default : begin
30 out = 1’bX;





Figure 2 Verilog implementation of an edge detector FSM adapted from the University of
Washington CSE370 course materials [20]. The circuit has two inputs and one output and is designed
as a Mealey machine where the output is 1 if the current value of in is the inverse of the previous
value of in (i.e., the input is changing from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1). Line 1 declares the module name
and interface. The ports have an implicit width of 1 bit and are qualified with a direction input or
output. Line 2 declares a set of constants that are used to abstract the encoding of the FSM states.
Lines 4 and 5 declare variables to hold the current and next state. Lines 7-13 describe the state
update logic inside a Verilog always block. This block of code defines a procedure to run when a
posedge clk event occurs. That is, on a positive clock edge, update or reset the state variable.
Lines 15-34 define another always block that is sensitive to changes to any input signal, denoted
by the @(*). This means that if any input value changes, this block of code will fire. The block
encodes the combinational logic for computing the output and next state values as a function of the
input and current state values. Because the second always block is sensitive to any input change,
the semantics are defined asynchronously. Contrast this with the first always block which enforces
the state updates to be synchronous by only executing on the positive edge of the clock. On lines
30 and 31, the values of out and nextState are assigned the value X to explicitly indicate they are
undefined and can be any value. See Section 2.2 for more details.
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1 acc1 :: Stream Word -> Stream Word
2 acc1 in = out
3 where
4 out = (delay out 0) + in
5
6 -- input -> current state -> (new state , output )
7 acc2 :: Word -> Word -> (Word , Word)
8 acc2 in s = (s’, out)
9 where
10 out = s + in
11 s’ = out
Figure 3 An example of two mechanisms for encoding state in a Haskell embedded HDL adapted
from the Clash documentation [39]. Both functions describe an accumulator architecture that stores
a running count of the input values over time. The function acc1 shows the first approach which
is based on a Stream data structure with a delay operator. The delay operator returns the input
stream with the values shifted by one cycle. The second argument to delay is used to specify the
first value of the stream. The function acc2 uses a different approach where the current state is
passed as an argument and the next state is returned as an output. See Section 2.3 for more details.
2.3 Functional HDLs
HDL development has a long tradition in the functional languages community [46]. Functional
HDLs leverage the idea that a pure function can be used to model combinational logic. The
fundamental problem these languages face is integrating the concepts of time and state in
order to enable the description of sequential logic.
µFP [55] and Daisy [35] both introduced a technique based on reactive programming
where a stream data structure is used to describe circuits where the output can depend on
the history of the inputs. µFP extends the FP language with a recursively defined µ operator
which takes a function and produces a new function with internal state. The essence of the
µ operator is that it supplies the current value of the state as an input to the function, and
it uses an output of the function to set the next value of the state. Daisy uses a different
approach by modeling sequential logic using recursive equations. Both these approaches
required the development of a new language in order to implement their ideas. The designers
of Clash [39] recognized that Haskell’s lazy evaluation can be used to construct infinite
streams, indicating that it could serve as a host for an embedded HDL. Figure 3 shows how
Haskell’s semantics enable the description of sequential logic circuits.
One interesting technique applied to functional HDLs is the use of combinators to describe
circuit structure. Hydra [50] showed that a recursive, stream-based abstraction enabled the
use of higher-order functions to capture structural patterns. Lava [11] extended the use of
recursive data types with the ability to describe general circuit networks rather than just
tree-like structures. This technique provides powerful facilities for code reuse by enabling
the description of circuits as a regular pattern of components. In practice, this approach has
proved particularly useful when applied to the problem of circuit layout [56].
2.4 Term Rewriting Systems
Another lineage of work [32] has explored the application of term rewriting systems (TRS) [52]
to the description of hardware. In these systems, circuits are described as a set of rewrite
rules which are applied to the inputs and state values to produce the outputs and next
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1 module mkCounter ( Counter );
2 Reg #( Bit #(8)) value <- mkReg (0);
3




8 method Action load(Bit #(8) newval );
9 value <= newval ;
10 endmethod
11
12 method Action increment ();
13 value <= value + 1;
14 endmethod
15 endmodule
Figure 4 Implementation of a synchronous counter adapted from the Bluespec tutorial [12] with
the module interface specification omitted. Line 2 declares an 8-bit register named value. Lines 4-14
define the implementation of the read, load, and increment methods which define the behavior of
the module. Notice that the compiler must handle the data race between load and increment on
value. See Section 2.4 for more details.
state values. An important quality of TRS is that they model the non-determinism and
concurrency that are intrinsically present in hardware. For example, a conflict could occur
when two rules match the same input data and try to update the same state element. The
development of schemes for detecting and arbitrating conflicts represents the main intellectual
challenge for these systems. Figure 4 shows a synchronous counter written in Bluespec [47],
an established HDL based on TRS.
2.5 High-level Synthesis
High-level synthesis (HLS) is a technique that is broadly defined as compiling general software
programs to hardware [65]. This paper will eschew the use of the term HLS due to the
ambiguity of what is considered high-level. For example, a recent survey evaluated HLS
tools using benchmarks written in C [46]. However, the PL community would consider C
to be a low-level language. Instead, this paper will use the concept of the virtual machine
abstraction to encompass the languages used as input to HLS systems. Languages based
on a virtual machine abstraction provide some notion of unbounded resources such as an
infinite register space. Section 3.1.3 discusses this in more detail.
A hardware compiler for a general purpose programming language relies on a strategy for
mapping a program that may be unbounded in time and space into a finite set of resources.
Typically this involves exploring the trade-offs between scheduling computation in space
or time. If the compiler can determine parallelism in some computation, this logic can be
mapped into concurrently executing hardware modules. However, data dependencies, finite
resources, and suboptimal cost models complicate the task for larger applications. The
compiler must use heuristics to schedule computation into the time dimension and insert
the requisite logic to orchestrate the sequencing of the computation. Figure 5 shows a
synchronous counter implemented in SystemC [22], a subset of the C language used for HLS.
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1 SC_MODULE ( counter ) {
2 sc_in_clk clock;
3 sc_in <bool > reset;
4 sc_out <sc_uint <4> > counter_out ;
5
6 sc_uint <4> count;
7
8 void incr_count () {
9 if (reset.read () == 1) {
10 count = 0;
11 counter_out .write(count );
12 } else {
13 count = count + 1;




18 SC_CTOR ( counter ) {
19 SC_METHOD ( incr_count );
20 sensitive << reset;
21 sensitive << clock.pos ();
22 }
23 };
Figure 5 Example of a 4-bit counter defined in SystemC adapted from EDAplayground [1]. Lines
2-4 declare the interface of the module. Line 6 declares an internal state variable. Lines 8-16 define
a method incr_count which implements the behavior of the counter using the SystemC data types.
Notice that input ports are read using the read method and outputs are written using the write
method. The rest of the body of the definition is interpreted as normal C code. Lines 18-22 define a
constructor for the counter object and is mainly responsible for defining the sensitivity of the module
to the reset input as well as the positive edge of the clock input. See Section 2.5 for more details.
3 Intellectual Challenges
This section divides the concerns of HDL research into three intellectual domains: language
design, compiler infrastructure, and formal methods. Each of these domains represents a
subset of a more general research area that is of interest to the broader PL community.
3.1 Language Design
The general discipline of programming language design revolves around the development
of abstractions. A language designer will employ abstractions to enable the user to ignore
certain details about a program. Well-designed abstractions make the development and
maintenance of programs easier. In some cases, such as in domain-specific languages (DSLs),
abstractions also serve as a basis for the development of compiler optimizations. In this
impending golden age, the main challenge for HDL designers will be devising and composing
abstractions that enable code reuse, improve correctness of programs, and that can be used
to construct designs that produce high quality results from a compiler.
There are three major levels of abstractions employed in modern HDL design. The
lowest level is the circuit abstraction where hardware is modeled as a graph of connected
components. The next level is the register-transfer abstraction where hardware is described
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as the computation on data flowing between registers. The highest level is the virtual machine
abstraction where hardware is modeled as a set of instructions for an abstract machine. Many
HDLs incorporate abstractions from multiple levels. For example, the Verilog language is
based on the circuit abstraction but also provides various facilities for describing hardware
using the register-transfer abstraction.
3.1.1 Circuit Abstraction
In the circuit abstraction, hardware is described as a graph of connected components. The
abstraction consists of three primitive concepts: circuits, ports, and wires. A circuit has an
interface and a definition. An interface consists of a set of ports. A port is a named entity
that is used to consume or produce data. A definition contains a set of circuit instances and
wires. A wire connects two ports. In the hardware community, language features based on
the circuit abstraction are described as structural. For example, a design written in structural
Verilog will only use the language features for defining, instancing and wiring up Verilog
modules. Purely structural designs are called netlists.
The dominant structural HDL in use today is Verilog. Chisel [4] and Magma [27] are
examples of an emerging subclass of structural languages called Hardware Construction Lan-
guages. These languages embed the circuit abstraction into a general purpose programming
language which provides a mechanism for meta-programming circuit definitions. This ap-
proach exhibits a distinct advantage over Verilog; moving features related to parametrization
and code generation to the host language simplifies the precise specification of the HDL.
In theory, a purely structural HDL is expressive enough to capture any real world digital
hardware design. This is argued by the fact that the physical result from manufacturing
hardware is always a component that is composed of connected sub-components, recursing all
the way down to the transistors. Based on this fact, we posit that the circuit abstraction is the
fundamental primitive upon which all other HDL abstractions can be constructed. Remark
that the abstraction is agnostic as to whether the behavior of the circuit is synchronous or
asynchronous which indicates that it is expressively complete.
The main challenge for the circuit abstraction is determining whether the connection
between two ports is semantically correct with respect to the intended behavior of the design.
Most HDLs attach a notion of direction to ports which enables the use of a type system to
check that only an output can be connected to an input. An interesting research direction
moving forward will be increasing the expressiveness of the types used for circuit ports.
Ideally these types are able to capture the semantics of the protocols used to communicate
between two components. Section 3.3.2 provides a more detailed discussion on how session
types might be used to address this issue.
An interesting quality of the circuit abstraction is that, while it is based on the low-level
details of hardware design, it can be used to compose black box modules at any level in
the design hierarchy. This makes it a compelling basis for the development of hardware
libraries. As discussed in Section 2.3, functional HDLs with a circuit abstraction can leverage
combinator patterns to construct reusable circuit structures. Further research on language
facilities that enable the construction of hardware libraries based on the circuit abstraction
will be an essential component of this new golden age of HDLs.
3.1.2 Register-Transfer Abstraction
The register-transfer abstraction models hardware as computation on data flowing between
registers. Registers are defined as primitive data storage elements that update their values
based on a clock signal. Because register semantics are intrinsically tied to a clock, this
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abstraction is concerned with the description synchronous digital circuits. However, it
important to note that this abstraction could be composed with other abstractions for
describing asynchronous logic. In the hardware community, languages using the register-
transfer abstraction are described as register-transfer level (RTL) languages.
A structural HDL that includes a notion of a register provides a register-transfer ab-
straction; the computation on data flowing between registers is described using circuit
instances and connections. However, the register-transfer level of abstraction encompasses a
broader set of concepts such as functions and operators. In practice, most HDLs combine
the register-transfer abstraction with the circuit abstraction by extending the concept of a
circuit definition to include constructs such as expressions, statements, and procedures. This
technique raises the level of abstraction by removing the need to explicitly define, instance,
and wire up register circuits. Instead registers are treated as language primitives that behave
similarly to variables in a standard software programming language.
The fundamental issue in RTL language design is the precise choice of semantics for
abstracting the concept of a register. For example, the Verilog always block provides a
procedural abstraction for describing the simulation behavior of a component. To model a
register, the designer uses variables to store data across clock events. The Verilog specification
is explicit in stating that a variable does not imply a hardware register [57], instead it is
left to the synthesis tool to determine how the simulation behavior of an always block can
be mapped into an implementation using concrete hardware registers. This design choice
raises the level of abstraction by enabling the user to ignore details about how the program
is concretely implemented in hardware. However, it also removes the ability for the user to
explicitly specify the registers used in the synthesized design. In practice, this choice can
result in a mismatch between the results of register synthesis and the designer’s intent. To
remedy this, Verilog design teams enforce style guidelines that restrict the usage of always
blocks such that the synthesis results are transparent. An alternative design could use
qualifiers to explicitly declare variables that should be hardware registers.
Choosing how to map the concept of a variable to a register is a fundamental design
issue for all imperative RTL HDLs. A related issue is reconciling the synchronous update
semantics of registers with the asynchronous update semantics of standard variables. For
example, given standard imperative evaluation semantics, writing to two different variables in
a procedure would happen at different steps in the evaluation. However, if both variables are
mapped to hardware registers, they would be updated at the same time in the synthesized
hardware. One design choice would be to explicitly model the synchronized temporal update
semantics of a register variable in the evaluation semantics of the language, ensuring that the
user’s model of the computation exactly matches the behavior of the synthesized hardware.
Verilog’s non-blocking assignments provide the capability to explicitly model synchronous
storage. In Verilog, a blocking assignment is executed before the subsequent statements in a
block of sequential code. In contrast, a non-blocking assignment does not block procedural
flow and is performed near the end of a time-step. When combined with clock events, the
non-blocking assignment can be used to model the synchronous update semantics of hardware
registers by delaying variable updates until the end of a clock period.
The interplay between these two forms of assignments comprise a major component of the
complexity of the Verilog specification. One might think that the semantics of non-blocking
assignment could be simply to delay the evaluation until all blocking assignments have
been completed. However, the evaluation of a non-blocking assignment will trigger an event
on the variable being assigned, which in turn may trigger an event involving a blocking
assignment. To handle this, Verilog’s semantics include a loop for each time step that moves
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between blocking and non-blocking assignments until there are no events left to process.
The complexity of these evaluation semantics can make it difficult to reason about a Verilog
design involving both forms of assignment. In practice, Verilog design teams will follow style
guides that enforce the usage of assignments in a reasonable to understand manner.
The functional HDLs described in Section 2.3 demonstrate two more techniques for
abstracting the concept of a register. One approach is to encode the state in the interface of
a function. This is done by describing a circuit as a function that consumes the current state
as one of its inputs and produces the next state as one of its outputs. A function of this
form describes the transition function of a finite-state transducer (FST), providing a basis
for a simple hardware synthesis algorithm where the current state is stored in registers. This
technique necessarily implies a synchronized state update because the next values of the
state are produced at the end of the evaluation of a function. There is no means to specify a
state update at any other time.
The second approach uses a stream-based abstraction to encode state. The inputs and
outputs of a function are a Stream data structure with a special delay operator that allows
the user to look into the past values of a Stream. Given this operator, the user may describe
a circuit where the values of an output stream depend on the values of an input stream
at a prior clock cycle. The simplest compilation algorithm for this approach will insert
registers to implement the behavior specified by the delay operator. This approach provides
a convenient abstraction for working with the past values of the input, but prevents the user
from explicitly managing state. For example, the output of a circuit could depend on some
computation on a window values of the input. In this case, it may be most efficient to store a
partial computation on the input value as the state, but the stream-based abstraction forces
the user to describe the computation as a function of the delayed input stream values. The
compiler is then responsible for discovering the fact that the intermediate computation can
be stored as opposed to storing just the stream values and redoing computation.
Term rewriting systems for hardware [32] abstract registers by mapping terms to syn-
chronous storage elements and rewrite rules to combinational logic. This approach shares
many similarities to the functional HDLs that encode state in the interface of a function.
However, TRS faces a unique challenge because the technique introduces the possibility of
conflicts during state updates. Two rules may fire and try to update the same register which
means the compiler must be sophisticated enough to detect conflicts and insert arbitration
logic when possible. This issue is compounded when considering the modular composition of
rules. The compiler could schedule the rules for each module separately, or it could lift the
rules into a single top-level module which is then scheduled as a single unit. Prior work has
shown that both approaches could be viable depending on the input design [36]. Minimizing
the overhead of the compiler generated logic for scheduling rewrite rules is the key challenge
for applying term rewriting systems as a register-transfer abstraction.
Devising abstractions for FSMs is another essential design problem for RTL languages.
For example, Verilog provides abstractions that enable logic synthesis to generate optimized
implementations of FSMs. A key issue for FSM synthesis is choosing the best representation
for state. Consider a design where the state of an FSM is being consumed by a circuit
performing an arithmetic operation. In this case, using a non-binary state encoding would
require the insertion of decode logic. On the other hand, if the target platform is an FPGA,
a one-hot state encoding often maps more efficiently to a lookup table architecture. As
shown in Figure 2, Verilog designers can use parameters to abstract the encoding of the state.
Control logic dispatches on the abstract parameters, and the concrete parameter values can
be easily changed or selected by an automated tool.
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Related to the abstraction of state encoding is the synthesis of control logic for the
FSM. The canonical pattern for describing a Verilog FSM, shown in Figure 2, uses a case
statement that dispatches on a state variable. The semantics of the Verilog case statement
introduces complexity for the synthesis tool because cases are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Furthermore, the tool must also synthesize logic to handle behavior for cases that
have not been listed. For example, consider a binary encoded FSM with 12 states. The
state will be stored in a 4-bit quantity that is used to dispatch a case statement. Without
guidance, the synthesis tool must be sophisticated enough to prove that there are only 12
possible values of the 4-bit quantity, otherwise it must insert extra logic to handle the illegal
values. The SystemVerilog language avoids this issue by introducing the unique qualifier for
indicating that all legal cases have been listed and are mutually exclusive.
One major issue in the canonical design pattern for Verilog FSMs is that for large FSMs
with complex transitions, the description exhibits a serious lack of structure. For example,
a simple SDRAM controller in Verilog contains 25 states with the entire FSM transition
behavior defined in a single case statement [21]. Understanding the code requires the
reader to follow large jumps between arbitrary cases. This design pattern incurs a significant
cognitive load on the designer who must manage a large amount of complex temporal behavior
to read the code. There is a direct relation between the use of large case statements to the
use of goto statements, and we consider this design pattern to be similarly harmful [19].
It is important to remark that this program structuring issue is not restricted to the
description of hardware FSMs, but is in fact an instance of a more general problem for
imperative languages. Fortunately, the software community has found a promising solution
based on coroutines [10]. Recent work is investigating the application of this technique to
hardware FSMs by restricting the semantics of a coroutine so it can be precisely compiled to
a circuit [60]. The main challenge is restricting the coroutine semantics to be only able to
describe FSMs while still enabling the use of coroutine composition.
The essence of this technique is to augment the semantics of the Verilog always block
to describe a coroutine. The designer may suspend the procedure in arbitrary locations to
incorporate more structure in the code. For example, the sequencing of two states can be
achieved by separating the logic with a yield statement, and the looping of a state can
be described using a while loop containing a yield. Compare this to the case statement
pattern where the structure of sequences and loops are not explicit in the flat list of cases.
A related issue is the description of the sequential composition of FSMs. Using just
the circuit abstraction composed with a basic RTL abstraction, the sequential composition
of distinct FSM circuits is achieved by using wires between the two circuits. These wires
are used to relay signals indicating that an FSM should start or that an FSM has ended.
In order to abstract away these wires and the accompanying control logic, the creators of
Lava developed the Pace [13] language. Blarney, a modern variant Lava, provides a similar
concept in the form of Recipes [44]. The developers of Bluespec also created similar language
called STMTFSM [48]. Underlying all these languages is a notion of modular, sequential
composition of program fragments. Early work on the Silica language [60] is exploring the
use of coroutine composition as another abstraction for modular, sequential composition.
3.1.3 Virtual Machine Abstraction
The virtual machine abstraction models hardware as a set of instructions for an abstract
machine. This technique hides certain details found in lower levels of abstraction such as
the finiteness of resources. For example, the C language provides an abstraction over a
virtual machine that can store an infinite number of variables. In order to synthesize a
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hardware implementation of a C program, the compiler must perform a variant of register
allocation that maps variables to registers depending on a set of constraints provided by the
user. Historically, this approach has been mostly applied to the synthesis of hardware from
traditional software languages such as C, but an emerging body of work is exploring the
application of this technique to software DSLs.
The major advantage of this approach is that it greatly improves the productivity of the
user by enabling them to design hardware as if they were developing software. However, in
practice, the user is required to have deep knowledge of the hardware they are trying to
generate in order to achieve the desired performance [46]. This negates much of the advantage
of using a traditional software language because instead of simply reasoning about a software
program, the user must break the virtual machine abstraction and reason about how the
program will be mapped to hardware. The central challenge for designing languages based
on the virtual machine abstraction is to find what aspects of hardware can be abstracted in
order to improve productivity without weakening the performance of the compiler.
The problem of compiling a general software program into hardware shares many of
qualities found in the problem of automatically parallelizing a general software program.
Fortunately, recent work has mirrored the domain of parallel computing by leveraging DSLs
to facilitate better compiler mappings to hardware. DSLs are able to provide productivity
and performance by leveraging domain-specific abstractions.
For example, recent work on Halide, a DSL for high performance array and image pro-
cessing code, extended the compiler to support hardware synthesis by introducing directives
for hardware-specific optimizations [53]. This approach maintains the virtual machine ab-
straction for describing image processing algorithms while giving the user a level control over
how the compiler synthesizes hardware. While this technique still requires the user to think
about the hardware they are designing, it avoids changing the original source input in order
to effect change in the compiler output. The main advantage of this approach is that the
user can achieve the desired synthesis results by guiding the compiler rather than relying on
optimizations based on heuristics.
The Spatial [38] DSL takes another approach to simplifying the problem by introducing
a virtual machine abstraction with an alternative design for memory. Instead of using
the uniformly accessible address space abstraction presented by standard CPUs, Spatial
programs explicitly interact with the memory hierarchy. This design choice is motivated
by the fact that a major challenge for compiling a general software program to hardware
is determining an optimal memory architecture. Spatial allows the user to explicitly set a
memory architecture using a template while still leveraging the compiler to schedule other
aspects of the computation. Spatial is an example of discarding the traditional virtual
machine abstraction used by most modern software languages and replacing it with a new
abstraction that is tailored to the problem of hardware compilation.
Underlying both the Halide and Spatial approaches is a technique that involves identifying
a key problem for the compiler and developing a language abstraction to simplify this problem.
Moving forward, researchers interested in developing HDLs based on a virtual machine
abstraction should explore techniques that balance the productivity of the user with the
quality of the hardware synthesized by the compiler.
3.2 Compiler Infrastructure
The proliferation of software languages based on LLVM [40] demonstrates the value of
shared compiler infrastructure for both industrial and academic purposes. For researchers,
LLVM provides a means for rapidly prototyping languages without having to implement
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standard compiler passes or create backends for standard architectures. Efforts to develop
common infrastructure for hardware compilers are underway and have elucidated key issues
when compared to their software compiler counterparts [34, 15]. There is a clear need for
the development of hardware-specific compiler passes. Optimization passes are of critical
importance because new ideas in HDLs will see no practical use unless they can be compiled
into high performance implementations.
While some standard compiler passes, such as constant folding, can be directly applied
to HDLs, there exists an entire class of passes that are specific to hardware. As an example,
hardware computations are always predicated in the sense that if a computation is mapped
to physical components, those components will be continuously executing. Conditional logic
is implemented using multiplexers on the flow of data. In order to simplify the lowering of
conditional logic, programs can be rewritten into single-static assignment form. In software,
leaving it in this form would incur a cost because instructions in a non-traversed branch
would always be executed. However, this is already the case for hardware, so leaving the
program description in this form incurs no cost. In fact, this simplifies the synthesis stage
of the compiler by enabling a one-to-one mapping from phi nodes to multiplexers. The key
challenge facing researchers interested in developing HDL compiler infrastructure will be
devising reusable, hardware-specific analysis and transformation passes.
Another impediment to design productivity is the development of software compilers
that target a novel architecture. For example, developing an extension to the RISC-V
ISA [3, 64] would require extending an existing compiler backend to target the new instructions.
This means that hardware design teams must include compiler experts, which in turn
indicates a need for the ability to automatically synthesize compiler backends for new
hardware architectures. The Tensilica processor generator [25] demonstrated the feasibility of
automatically generating a compiler that targets new instructions. However, this capability
required that the user conform to a fixed processor architecture. Future work should explore
extending this technique to support the extension of a broader class of architectures.
Given that many software compilers have converged on the ISA abstraction for backend
targets, it is essential that the HDL community converge on an ISA specification language that
is machine readable. Convergence would allow researchers to experiment with automatically
synthesizing compiler backends for a new ISA described using a standard input format.
ISP [7] is an older example of a processor specification language that could describe ISAs.
Early stage research on the Peak language [28] is exploring the use of smt-lib [9] to develop
a modern variant of ISP with formal semantics.
Finally, a critical issue facing hardware compiler developers is performance of the compiler
itself. For example, a recent paper [37] touting a new methodology for high productivity
hardware design reported that compiling their RTL design to an integrated circuit layout took
only 12 hours. This is an obvious bottleneck in the design space exploration process. Their
technique for reducing the runtime of the compiler was based on reducing the complexity
of place and route, a stage in the compiler where logical components of the design are
placed into physical space. Optimizing the place and route phase of hardware compilers
is just one opportunity for researchers interested in improving the runtime performance of
HDL compilers.
3.3 Formal Methods
Programming languages have long enjoyed an abundance of elegant theories that form the
basis of useful formal methods. In the style of Grothendieck [42], researchers working on
foundational theories have created a sea of techniques for developing practical solutions to
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difficult problems. The recent development and proliferation of WebAssembly [26] demon-
strates the utility of designing a new language with formal specification in mind. Rather
than face the challenge of retrofitting formal methods to old language designs, researchers
in this new golden age of HDLs should leverage the opportunity to develop new languages
specifically designed for the application of advanced formal methods.
3.3.1 Execution Semantics
Formalizing the execution semantics of an HDL is essential requirement for the integration
with formal tools such as model checkers [14]. The major challenge is capturing the intrinsic
concurrency and parallelism in hardware. Process calculi [5], specifically with a notion of
time [6] present one approach. Real and discrete time could be used to describe the semantics
of analog and digital circuits respectively. One issue is the integration of real and discrete
time for the modeling of mixed-signal circuits. A similar issue is the modeling of synchronous
and asynchronous digital logic. Communicating sequential processes [31] are one technique
that have been applied to modeling of asynchronous circuits [62].
The existence of the circuit abstraction as an expressively complete primitive is reminiscent
of function abstraction from the domain of software languages. This raises the question as to
whether a core calculus can be constructed that captures the execution semantics of the circuit
abstraction in the same way that the lambda calculus [8] captures the semantics of function
abstraction. While function abstraction presents a compelling basis for the development
of this calculus, there are two key issues that must be addressed: circuits can hold state
and must have finite size. Contrast this with the basic definition of function abstraction
which can be used to describe infinite computation through recursion. A type system can
be used to enforce the finiteness of computation [49], which leaves the issue of managing
state. Section 2.3 discusses two techniques for encoding state in a functional HDL. One of
the key challenges with using these techniques is that it restricts the language to describing
synchronous circuits. An essential contribution to the community will be the development of
a state encoding mechanism that can capture both synchronous and asynchronous logic.
3.3.2 Type Systems
The fact that Verilog is the dominant HDL indicates that the hardware community has not
enjoyed the benefits of the latest advances in type systems. The consequences of this is
demonstrated by the fact that the ARM Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) interface [41] uses
special prefixes in port names to indicate that they are part of the protocol. This requires
users to manage interface connections using name matching, which is considerably less safe
than what embedding this in the type system could offer.
One major issue is that the Verilog type system does not provide a concept of algebraic
data types. Introducing the concept of a finite size product type would enable the APB
interface specification to be defined as a tuple or record type rather than using a naming
convention. The use of a product type offers the same benefits to HDL designers as it does
to software developers. They are also an example of an abstraction without overhead [61]
because they can be compiled out of a design by flattening the types into their leaf elements.
Compare this to sum types which would require inserting extra logic into the generated design
to distinguish between variants. Despite this cost, sum types still provide the same useful
static guarantees as they do for software. They also provide a mechanism for abstracting away
the details of the control logic, which creates an opportunity for the compiler to synthesize
an optimized implementation.
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Another interesting avenue of research is the application of behavioral types [2], specifically
session types [33], to hardware interfaces. Hardware communication protocols exhibit many of
the same characteristics as the software protocols that session types have already been applied
to. The core problem will be weaving the session type semantics into HDL execution semantics.
Researchers interested in this problem should consider how the domain of hardware protocols
differ from more general software protocols, with the intention of finding opportunities to
make the problem simpler. One crucial aspect of hardware protocols is the use of magic
bit patterns to encode portions of the protocol. More generally, hardware protocols can
involve data-dependent communication. This reveals an opportunity for the application of
dependent type techniques to specify properties on the values of data moving through an
interface. While this is a generally difficult problem, restricting the domain to hardware
protocols might provide opportunities for practical applications of these ideas.
4 Vision: A Multi-Language System for Hardware Construction
A golden age of HDLs presents an opportunity to experiment with alternative HDL designs.
This section presents a vision for a multi-language system where a meta-programmed host
language is used to implement embedded DSLs for hardware construction. The multi-
language approach is directly inspired by Lua/Terra [17, 16, 18], a two-language system that
integrates a statically typed, low-level programming language with a dynamically typed,
high-level language. Much like software development, hardware design involves components
written in multiple languages. For example, a software model of a specific component could
be implemented in C and used by a test written in Verilog. Furthermore, the hardware
implementation of the module may be defined using Verilog generated by a Perl meta-program.
Rather than treat an HDL as a standalone language like Verilog, this vision adopts the
approach of embedding an HDL in a general purpose programming language. This vision
is based on a core structural embedded DSL that is used as a common compilation target
for a sea of DSLs each targeting various aspects of the hardware design process. Unifying
all aspects of the hardware design process into subsets of the same language reduces the
cognitive load on the hardware designer. They are only required to learn a single syntax and
integration via embedding enables DSLs to be composed without requiring glue code.
4.1 Meta-programmed Host Language
The vision of this multi-language system is based on a meta-programmed host language. The
extent to which it may be meta-programmed must enable the implementation of rich DSLs.
For example, Magma [27] uses Python’s metaclass features to embed a circuit abstraction, and
Silica [60] inspects the Python AST to compile coroutines to hardware finite-state machines.
The implementation of these DSLs require language support for meta-programming that
is much richer than simple preprocessing. A side-effect of this requirement is that the
meta-programming features of the host language will become meta-programming features for
the embedded DSLs.
A standard multi-stage programming approach is sufficient for supporting the flexible
code generation required for implementing hardware generators [51]. A hardware generator
is a program that consumes a set of parameters and produces an instance of a hardware
design [54]. Embedding an HDL in a meta-programmed host language enables hardware
generators to be implemented using standard meta-programming techniques. Applying the
technique of multi-stage programming to hardware generators is somewhat easier than in
the software domain because, in practice, the interaction between the meta-language and
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the HDL is one directional. Compare this to Lua/Terra where control can be transferred
between both languages. In hardware generators, meta-programs construct fragments of
HDL programs, but the generated HDL code does not typically invoke code in the host
language. In theory this might be possible given a reconfigurable hardware system, but in
practice this is limited by the slow performance of hardware compilers. Improving compiler
performance could enable the construction of JIT compiler systems for hardware, which
could then leverage two way interaction between generator code and generated hardware.
One key issue is whether the host language is statically or dynamically typed. The
major trade-off is between productivity and correctness. A statically typed host language
would provide increased safety, which could be viable for large, complex systems. However,
a dynamically typed language would promote rapid design space exploration and provide
the flexibility required for more complex hardware generators. For example, generators in
dynamically typed languages can employ dynamically constructed types. Another important
issue is the cognitive load placed on the user by the type system. Hardware designers are not
experts in software engineering and therefore stand to benefit greatly from a type system that
is simple and easy to understand. Furthermore, the correctness of the generated hardware
design is of greater importance than the correctness of the generators used to construct the
design fragments. These requirements suggest that a system based on a dynamically typed
host language such as Python composed with a statically typed embedded DSL presents
a compelling solution that balances productivity and correctness. A ubiquitous language
like Python has the added benefit that many hardware engineers are likely to have already
encountered it for scripting purposes. Compare this to a language like Scala; while it provides
many compelling language features for building DSLs, it is highly unlikely that a hardware
engineer has encountered the language in their schooling or professional work.
4.2 The Core Structural DSL
After the host language, the second essential ingredient of the vision is an embedded DSL
that provides a structural circuit abstraction. The definition of this core DSL should be
simple and precise because many of the complexities of a traditional HDL will be offloaded
to other DSLs or the host language. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, a circuit abstraction is
expressively complete, which means that this structural DSL can serve as a common compiler
target for all other languages in the system. This design enables the structural abstraction to
be used to compose modules defined in different DSLs. This is achieved by performing staged
execution where in the final stage, all program fragments have been compiled to the core
DSL. During this final phase of execution, the user defines a program to structurally compose
the various components. Magma [27] and Chisel [4] are concrete examples of embedded
structural languages that could serve this purpose. An important requirement is that this
core language be formally specified, which then provides a consistent basis for the formal
specification of other DSLs in the system.
4.3 A Sea of Hardware DSLs
The combination of a host language with an embedded core structural HDL serves as the
basis for the research and development of other DSLs to address the intellectual challenges
discussed in Section 3. For example, recent work has used Magma [27] and Python as the
basis for developing the Peak language [28] for specifying processing elements. Peak supports
compilation to Magma, which can then be composed with other components written in
other DSLs such as a Silica [60], a DSL for describing hardware finite-state machines using
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coroutines. A major theme in this design is separation of concerns through separation of
languages. That is, the description of different hardware components may benefit from being
described using a different set of abstractions. If this is the case, these components can be
implemented using different DSLs and composed through a well-defined structural interface.
The aforementioned DSLs address issues specific to the design of concrete hardware.
This vision includes another class of DSLs that target accelerating specific applications. For
example, a DSL based on Numpy [63] could be used to compile numerical computation
algorithms into hardware circuits. While these languages should be designed primarily to
provide application specific abstractions to the user, they should also be designed to interop-
erate with the core structural DSL. This would enable code written in application oriented
DSLs to be integrated with libraries that generate harnesses for application accelerators. In
this case, a library routine could instance the compiled version of the algorithm and wire it
up to other components using the core structural DSL.
4.4 Verification
Because the host language is a general purpose programming language, it provides the
necessary facilities for performing verification tasks. Underlying this will be a connection
between general purpose code in the host language and circuits defined in the core structural
DSL. Recent work on fault [59] has explored solutions to this by developing an embedded
DSL that allows users to interact with circuits through a set of actions. A key advantage of
this approach is that it enables verification components, such as random number generation,
to be implemented as libraries in the host language. Also, the tests can be meta-programmed
in the same fashion as the hardware, which reduces verification cost through more flexible
testing infrastructure. Compare this approach to SystemVerilog, where the core language for
describing hardware was extended with abstractions specifically for verification such as a class
system and string data type. Overtime, this has resulted in feature creep and complexity in
the SystemVerilog specification. This is another example of the vision’s fundamental design
pattern based on decoupling features that are not hardware specific from the HDL.
5 Conclusion
The PL community stands on the critical path to a new golden age of computer architecture.
Fortunately, there is an abundance of intellectual challenges that indicate that we are on
the cusp of a new golden age of HDLs. This paper develops a vision for a multi-language
system for hardware construction that will provide the productivity gains required to induce
this new golden age of computer architecture. This is an exciting time to be a researcher
interested in PL and hardware.
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